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ABSTRACT 
Network performance always dependent on the perfect flow of the data processing packets in network but with attacks 

in network, performance halted a lot or just degraded at times. Denial of service attack is one of the most dangerous 

and real time attack which could slow down every service and network, especially when applied to ad-hoc networks 

such as wireless sensor networks. In this paper we designed optimized security framework for detection of dos attacks. 

This research focused on detection of time based denial of service attacks which work on timely bases and are not 

detected by normal process. The time difference between two nodes and the time stamp period variation is calculated. 

If two nodes are showing variation which tends to more timestamp period then it considered to be malicious node. 

Our proposed work provides better results in term of throughput recovery by avoiding mechanism. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Recent advances in semiconductor, networking and 

material science technologies are driving the 

ubiquitous deployment of large-scale wireless sensor 

networks (WSNs) [1]. Once the sensors are deployed 

in an unsecure environment, there are many critical 

security issues. The main issues related with the 

security of WSNs are key management, attack 

detection and prevention, secure routing and secure 

location [2].  Denial of service attack is one of the most 

dangerous and real time attack which could slow down 

every service and network, especially when applied to 

wireless sensor networks. The invader compromise 

sensor nodes and results in dos attacks by continuously 

sending bogus or false packets in the network [3]. 

Wireless sensor networks are susceptible to denial of 

service attacks as they are limited in energy and have 

no central monitoring point [4]. A denial of service 

(DoS) attack can be described in many forms and also 

there are different types of DoS attacks in the layered 

protocol of sensor network [5]. In [6], author defined 

DoS attack as an incident in which a user is deprived 

of the services of a resource he would normally expect 

to have, whereas in [7] it was defined as any event that 

diminishes or eliminates a network’s Capacity to 

perform its expected function”. Now attack may be 

from a single agent or from multiple agents. When 

attacker attacks from multiple agents that are 

distributed in the network, it is termed as distributed 

denial of service (DDOS) attack whereas when 

attacker attacks from a single agent, it is called as 

single-source denial of service (SDOS) attack [8]. A 

DDOS attack mainly occurs in 2000 & 2001 which 

harms various websites like Amazon.com, EBay, and 

Yahoo etc. Figure 1 describes the component of DDoS 

attack mechanism. The mechanism starts attack by 

taking system as agents and then uses botnest to 

exhaust the victim’s system.  

1) Master: The Original Attacker, who decides when 

to attack in the network and how it can be done. 

2) Controller/Handler: Co-ordinates with original 

attacker to compromise other nodes to continue the 

DDoS attack  

3) Agents or Bonets: Agents or slaves are programs 

that actually responsible to conduct attack on the 

victim or nodes in the network. 

4) Victim/Target:  A host on which attack has to be 

performed [9]. 
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Figure 1:  Components of DDOS attack 

 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows:  

Section 2 covers previous work. In Section 3, present 

work is being discussed. Section 4 focus on result 

and discussions. Finally, Section 5 gives conclusion 

and future scope 

 

RELATED WORK 

This section charts out the overview on a plethora of 

existing DDOS defense schemes proposed in the 

literature.  

We begin our discussion with the rate limit framework 

proposed by Jing [10]. It involves detection of attacks, 

deciding the rate limit and application of rate limiter. 

As attack is detected, attack detection agent (ADA) 

will send alert and defense request to defense service 

provider (DSP) who performs rate limit decision-

making and sends rate limit commands to rate limiter 

(RL). RL then limits the rate of particular flow of 

traffic and sends real-time rate information to the local 

DSP. 

Rahul Mahajan in 2002  introduced a pushback 

mechanism for detecting and controlling high 

bandwidth aggregates which is a collection of packets 

from one or more traffic flows having similar 

properties such as destination or source address prefix, 

TCP packets, ICMP packets, etc .The  mechanism 

includes controlling of upstream  network traffic. The 

congested router sends commands to its adjacent 

upstream routers to rate-limit the aggregate since those 

are responsible for sending major fraction of the 

aggregate traffic [11]. 

Walish proposed a defense by offense technique in 

which DDoS attacks can be prevented at application 

level by sending large volumes of traffic. The scheme 

assumes that, if the bad clients are already using most 

of their upload bandwidth, by encouraging the clients 

to send higher volume of traffic will change in the 

volume of good clients only. [12]. 

Xuan deployed Gateway architecture to detect attacks 

and control the traffic. It protects TCP friendly traffic 

using gateways which are deployed at different 

locations to detect attacks and perform the traffic 

access control. It filters the traffic based on the 

matching degree of the on-going flows to the ones in 

the TCP friendly flow list [13]. 

Abraham Yaar presents SIFF, a type of Filter, which 

permits a server-client to selectively stop individual 

flows from entering the network and divides traffic 

into two main parts, privileged and unprivileged. 

Privileged packets are those verified statelessly by the 

routers in the network, and are dropped when the 

verification fails. Privileged channel are formed using 

capability exchange handshake. Capabilities are 

verified with help of routers in the network, and can be 

cancelled by quenching update messages to an 

offending host [14].  

In [15], Arunmozhi make use of  medium access 

control information to detect the attack . It checks 

current and previous sending rate and any change in  

the congestion notification bit indicates congestion in 

the network. If rate is equal to or greater than the last 

one, then they are considered as bogus packets and all 

packet from that node is rejected. In the proposed 

scheme it uses two phase bandwidth Querying scheme 

and Data transmission scheme. 

In [16], the author introduced spin lock rate control 

mechanism to identify the malicious traffic flow 

towards a target system which is   based on the amount 

of traffic flowing towards the victim and selectively 

implement rate limiting based on flow of traffic and 

type of on flow towards victim.  It involves divide and 

conquer approach and calculation of ratio of collective 

flow (RCF). The system adapts quickly to any changes 

in the rate of flow. 

 

PROPOSED APPROACH 

In this section, we will discuss proposed DDoS 

defense framework as shown in figure 2, which aims 

to provide successful detection of DDoS attacks based 

upon time stamp. 
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Figure 2: Architectural diagram for proposed security 

framework 

 

The network analysis is done using NS2 Simulator. 

The deployment of network structure includes 

assignment of unique keys to the network nodes so that 

communication process will be secure. Proposed work 

has considered cluster head selection processes with 

unique ids.  

Many mechanisms are good to adapt the content of the 

messages and judge on the bases of same. But as said 

most of the researches haven’t considered time stamp 

based attacks. DOS attack which is time based is very 

difficult to detect through related concept. This 

research, focused on elimination of time based a denial 

of service attacks which work on timely bases and are 

not detected by normal process. Mechanism of 

proposed work enhanced security mechanism and 

further calculated the time difference between two 

nodes and calculates the time stamp period variation. 

If two nodes are showing variation which tends to 

more timestamp period then it considered to be 

malicious node. Our proposed work provides better 

results in term of throughput recovery by avoiding 

mechanism. 

 

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND 

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

Simulation Environment 

The simulations have been done using NS2 (Network 

Simulator) which is an open source event-driven 

simulator designed especially for research in 

communication networks. It is based upon an object 

oriented simulator written in C++ and OTCL 

interpreter used to execute user scripts [17]. 

 

 
Figure 3: Basic architecture of NS2 

 

System Implementation 

We started with deployment of wireless sensor nodes 

in the field and unique keys are assigned to the 

wireless nodes. The simulation randomly generates 

100 points in the range of 1500 m×1150 m plane and 

used 81 points for wireless communication. At initial 

phase basic functionality and collection of information 

(simulator, basic mobility functions etc) has been 

done. Three scenarios have been taken into 

consideration. In first normal traffic is passing through 

the network and there is no attack. In second scenario, 

particular node sends the malicious traffic causing the 

DOS attack and in last Scenario, dos attack is detected 

and new mechanism is implemented to remove the 

DOS attack. All these scenarios were implemented in 

NS2 simulator. We processed with basic structure in 

which 10 attacker traces have been used. Throughput 

shown in Normal scenario is decreased when we have 

applied attacker scenario to normal network and is 

recovered with implementation of proposed scheme 

for avoidance.  

The communication between sensor nodes and cluster 

head and further between cluster head and base station 

is shown below. Also detection of malicious nodes 

using time stamp parameter is also shown. 
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Figure 4: Simulation scenario for experimentation 

 

 
Figure 5: Detection of malicious attacker nodes along 

with normal nodes 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Attacker detection and filtering of normal 

nodes from the simulation 

 

Table 1: Parameters used for simulation 

 

 

 

 

Parameters Value 

Simulator NS2 

Simulation Time 80 sec 

Number of Subnets 5  

Number of Nodes 81 

Traffic Model CBR 

Energy Consumption 50 nJ/bit 

Speed 2 mps 

Transmit Power 14mW 

Receiving Power 12 mW 

Initial battery power 100 J 

MAC layer 802.11 

Time Slots Grid Distribution 

Magnify Coefficient         10nJ/bit/ m2 

 

Data Fusion 

Consumption 

 

5nJ/bit/signal 
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Performance Evalution 

In normal scenario, throughput value is around 415 

kbps and it decreases with attacker scenario to 91 kbps. 

Recovery scenario recovered the basic throughput to 

385 kbps. Experimentation shows, attacker scenario 

decreases performance by 78.07%, which is recovered 

by our proposed scheme by providing recovery of 

70.85%. Total wastage of throughput during this 

process is around 7.22%. 

 

 
Figure 7: Throughput variation with 30 attackers 

 

On similar note, when we experimented with 30 

attacker traces, performance decreased by 88% and 

recovered around 72% throughput. When we 

experimented with 50 attacker traces, performance 

decreased by 87% and recovered around 63% 

throughput. When these values are compared with 

related study [3], it shows improvement in term of data 

lost during recovering mechanism. 

 

 
Figure 8: Throughput variation with 50 attackers 

 

Conclusion And Future Scope 

This paper proposed a security framework which 

focused on elimination of time based denial of service 

attacks which work on timely bases and are not 

detected by normal process. Experimentation shows   

that attacker scenario decreases performance which is 

recovered better by our proposed scheme. This work 

gives a good solution for reduction of effects of Dos 

attacks in WSN and increase in TCP throughput for 

communication in wireless network. Current 

experimentation is based on the WSNs only and we 

haven’t tested it for Wi-Fi, WI-Max and content based 

networks due to time and resource limitation. In 

future, it would be very interesting to apply our 

concept to these networks for local area network 

infrastructures. 
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